
RULES AND REGULATION OF BADMINTON

The object of badminton is to hit the shuttlecock over the net and have it land in the designated court areas. There are
two forms of badminton, singles and doubles (itâ€™s also possible to play mixed doubles). Each player is allowed to
use a stringed racket (similar to a tennis.

An umpire shall: - Upload and enforce the Rules of Badminton and, especially, call a 'fault' or 'let' should
either occur. The side winning a game serves first in the next game. Faults In order to end a rally and gain a
point, one side ought to make an error commonly termed as a fault. Another way a player commits a Service
Fault is if the player serves not according to the official Badminton rules. Scoring System A match consists of
the best of 3 games of 21 points. If a service court error is discovered before the next service is delivered, the
following rules apply. It requires utmost precision to win a point on such a shot. They can start moving
anywhere once the first and second hit has been made. They serve from the appropriate service court â€” left if
their score is odd, and right if it is even. If the receiver wins a rally, the receiver scores a point and becomes
the new server. Interval and Change of Ends When the leading score reaches 11 points, players have a 60
second interval. Scoring System A match consists of the best of 3 games of 21 points. Helmed by professional
coaches, they will be on hand to guide your child every step of the way to instill values and character
development. Service Courts The smaller box shapes you can see inside the court are called the service courts.
Net: Acting as a barricade, distinguishing the two sides of the court, the net stands at a height of 1. Smash: As
the word suggests, it is a vigorous and commanding shot. The scoreline then becomes , with the receiver
getting to serve. The net must not slack and is pulled tight. A toss is used to determine as to which player or
team will serve. You are required to win 21 points to win a set with most matches being best of 3 sets. Since ,
the game consists of three sets of 21 points each the score can go above 21 points to a maximum of 30 points ,
wherein a player or a team has to win two sets to win the match. You may follow through over the net. A side
has to win two sets in order to win the match. The shuttle in play is struck before it crosses the net to the
striker's side of the net. At the same time, it is also an effective calorie-burner that not only builds strength but
put your reflexes to the test. Shuttle not in play A shuttle is not in play when it strikes the net and remains
attached there or suspended on top. The service judge shall call service faults made by the server should they
occur. You can also click here for a beginners guide to badminton rules and regulations. The server shall serve
from their respective right service court when the server has not scored or has scored an even number of points
in the game. While serving, the server must place the shuttlecock below the waist. If one side committed the
error and lost the rally, the error shall not be corrected. In the third game, players change ends when the
leading score reaches 11 points. The receiver will become the new server. If your opponent manages to return
the shuttlecock then a rally occurs. If the server wins a rally, the server scores a point and then serves again
from the alternate service court. The receiving side becomes the new serving side.


